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Chapter 1 : theinnatdunvilla.com | Origin is unreachable
Women to women, we are pioneering new frontiers. Now is the time to step up and collectively move forward. This
women's leadership retreat aims to create an inspired space where women connect, learn and transform themselves
and their communities.

I began learning in my late teens skills to support me with caring for myself. If you allow the programming of
self-sacrifice to rule your life this will undoubtly lead to health-destroying habits and soul destroying emotions
of guilt, resentment and anger. Thus depleting you of the natural joy and happiness that gravitates within the
your very core, wanting to be nurtured and loved. This is why self-sacrifice ultimately will make you sick,
keeping you stuck unable to feel happiness and joy in your life. How you care for yourself as a woman will
have either a positive or detrimental effect upon the people whom share your life. There is no better person to
care for you, than you. Yes from time to time you will need the support and guidance of those special people
in your life. But ultimately you are the one, whom before you can even take up that support and guidance
needs to understand and care for yourself first. This is your responsibility is to learn how to optimally care for
yourself. How well we care for ourselves as adult women is determined in part by how well our mothers cared
for us and themselves. Taking Ownership of your Brain and your Mind This is about understanding that you
may not always have control over the thoughts that come into your mind, but that you do have control over
what you do with those thoughts. Our first level of happiness comes when we realize that we have the ability
to change our thoughts. So in order to change this I had to stop and learn to appreciate my legs, so rather than
allowing those negative thoughts to stay there I would deliberately change the thought to â€” how fortunate I
was that I had legs. I could walk, run so they provided me with everything legs were meant to do. As we know
the list can go on but I am sure you understand what I mean. Clarify Keeping in mind the thoughts we decide
to keep are going to be for the use of your own good. These thoughts are going to allow you to value yourself:
Confirmation your thoughts need to allow you the confirmation that you have a purpose, talents and special
gifts to share with the world. That your happiness in life comes about from you learning, growing and
developing every aspect of YOU. Your Body, Mind and Spirit. As you tap into your internal spirit, this will
give you, your inner core and your strength to overcome obstacles presented to your mind and body. You are
wired with all the necessary components to live your life. There is just one problem you have to learn how to
use them. For most of us this begins with drinking, eating then crawling going on to walking. Basically as our
spirit, inner core decides that it is time to learn these things most of us do. We then go on to learn to talk, ride
a bike and many other things in our life. As we are a child how we learn these things: For the most part we
unconsciously tap into this inner core, our spirit and decide to do it. What does this mean for most we will
think that have a lot of energy, determination and strong will to accomplish the things they want. So this is
your Spirit, your Inner Core. Understanding your Mind Within you mind are your conscious thoughts,
unconscious thoughts, memory this is the cause of our impulses or reactions. You also have your
super-conscious or transcendent mind; your emotions. This is all elaborately interwoven into every function of
your body via nerve pathways, chemical messengers know as endorphins, neuropeptides and hormones. There
is a hormone â€” nerve relationship that exists between your endocrine glands, via the pituitary this being your
master gland regulating the actions of all your other glands. Your adrenal glands are the glands that deal with
stress and the hypothalamus. This pathway is known as the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal-axis. This links
your thoughts and emotions with your physical responses. Explaining this to you, is to show you how what
you think, that then leads â€” To how you feel powerfully influences the intricate and correct functioning of
all of your bodily functions. So by understanding and taking control of your mind this will slow down your
aging process, assist you with following a healthy living regime, assist you with resisting ill health and
disease. Conscious and Subconscious Here we are going to look at the two areas of your mind that you have
direct control over. Your conscious thoughts, these thoughts are the very thoughts that we are aware of coming
into our mind. Conscious thoughts are the ones we can differentiate between whether they are positive,
negative: These are what affect our knowing or our thinking. It is your conscious mind that is critical, focused
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and for the most part rationale. It believes us no matter what. This is the area of the brain that you are tapping
into when you are changing your conscious thinking to how you want your thoughts and thinking to become.
This is where affirmations or your self-talk have the effect. So all of your past experiences be that good or bad
are in your subconscious. This is the area of the brain that we live each day from. Hence why sometimes this
can be a real struggle and a nuisance when we are experiencing our own negative events from the past. Say
when you were a child you once fell of a high bed or out of a tree breaking an arm or a leg. The leg or arm has
healed but the experience still sits somewhere in your unconscious so that each time you come across a similar
event you will become to feel uneasy. So this is where you put your conscious mind into action. I want to say
that this works for even the most traumatic and painful experiences. It may just take a little more what they
call mind work to put the positive thought changes into place. In recent times the capacity to change the
unconscious to bring it into whatever it is we are wanting to succeed with, is so powerful that it is used by
sports coaches to improve the performance of athletes. Actors, singers and other performers to overcome stress
anxiety to be able to do the work they so love. These techniques are used to help people to manage blood
pressure, addictions, pain control and as mentioned many other areas of their lives that they either want to
change or implement new things 8. Bringing about Changes to the Unconscious The first step here is that you
have to provide the subconscious with vibrant images of what you want to create or change. Images such as
visual pictures, words, dreams or even vague pictures of what you are longing for. It is important for these
images, affirmations specific phrases to be positive, fun, some level of excitement that is going to have a
positive outcome for you. Then to repeat this process daily, even throughout the day for as long as it takes for
you to feel in a more positive, confident and relatively relaxed state about the area of your life that you want to
alter. When we take control of our unconscious mind in this way. We are able to clear limiting beliefs,
emotional pain and trauma: Personally I have used this every day, well most days of my life to help me with
every area of my life from how I feel about myself, to how I want to be, raising my family, studying, my life
long work such as this for now being able to share with you the wonders of transforming your mind to how
you want it to be. Are you wanting to eliminate Negative Habits such as Smoking, Then you will learn the
hidden elements behind this addiction as well as how to eliminate it the habit or any other substance addiction
from your life With my EBook: Once again follow the link and download your copy.
Chapter 2 : Marriage is good for men's bodies and women's minds - Telegraph
every woman womens bodies womens health womens wisdom bodies women highly recommend christiane northrup
read this book physical and emotional must read years ago.

Chapter 3 : Women's Day: Our bodies are changing, why aren't our minds?
Women's Bodies - Women's Minds: 8 Powerful Steps to Achieving Emotional Health & Balance March 1, By Julie
Doherty A major challenge for woman is in learning and implementing ways to care for yourself whilst caring for the
people around you.

Chapter 4 : Womenâ€™s Bodies â€“ Womenâ€™s Minds: 8 Powerful Steps to Achieving Emotional Health
Women's Health Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle
App. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 5 : Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom Quotes by Christiane Northrup
Women's Minds, Women's Bodies Dates: March 3, Location: San Diego, CA Organizer: Junior League of San Diego
Direct link: Register Here. Highlights. Join renowned experts in wellness and conscious leadership for a one day
women's leadership retreat, in celebration of International Women's Day.
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Chapter 6 : How Women Work | HowStuffWorks
Women's Minds Women's Bodies will include live music, participatory break out activities and lunch with an ocean view.
Participants will learn from wellness and conscious leadership experts including faculty from UCSD and USD.
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